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Dear CLM Members,
Fall is just about at an end, we are moving away from “homeruns” and on to “hattricks”,
and here at the museum we have begun the construction of our fifth exhibit “A Tapestry of
Voices: Celebrating Canada’s Languages”. Once again, students from the Master of Museum
Studies program at the University of Toronto are helping develop an engaging and
informative display. This new travelling exhibit will explore the entire language landscape of
Canada, rather than focus on a specific language. It will tackle important language issues in
this country such: How does the language we speak shape our identity? What happens when
languages come in contact? How have the languages of Canada changed over time? How
can our languages be maintained for future generations? We are very excited about this
new exhibit, which will open in the Spring of 2016.
With new directions in mind, we’d like to ask for your thoughts. Our board has been working
hard over the past few months on museum planning and longterm objectives. We need the
opinions of our members to help us decide how our museum should grow, what kind of
programming activities we should plan, and what our role should be in our community. We
will be contacting you soon with a short survey for you to fill out about how you’d like to see
the museum develop.
Meanwhile, our exhibits continue to travel across the country, from Moose Factory to St.
John’s! Be sure to check our website for location information and future exhibits near you.
Thank you for your ongoing support!
Elaine Gold
Chair

Katharine Snider McNair
Executive Assistant

Consider us this Giving Tuesday  December 1st 2015
December 1st marks an important day for charitable giving. To contrast the often
chaotic, forprofit spending that occurs on Black Friday and Cyber Monday charities
have united to ask supporters to save some money from the sales and instead support
a good cause. All Giving Tuesday donations will go towards the construction of our
next travelling exhibit to be completed in the Spring of 2016.

Click here to go to our secure donation page. Thank you!

‘Cree: The People’s Language’ visits Moose Factory, Ontario
by Elaine Gold
This past August our latest exhibit “Cree: The People’s Language” traveled to Moose Factory
where it was displayed during the Moose Cree First Nations’ “Gathering of our People” event.

I was very honoured to be able to accompany the exhibit and take part in some of the
celebrations. The exhibit received royal treatment and was driven in the Chief’s truck from
the train station in Moosonee, onto the ferry, and over to Moose Factory where it was
displayed in the building that houses the Moose Cree First Nation Band Office. The exhibit
coincided with the launch of the revised ‘Dictionary of Moose Cree’ (see below) so there was
a lot of buzz around language preservation. There were three linguists in Moose Factory at
the same time  me and the two coauthors of the dictionary, Kevin Brousseau and Jimena
Terraza  no doubt a record! My husband, Peter, and I, also had a chance to go canoeing on
the Moose River.

Moose Cree Dictionary now available
Kevin Brousseau, our Cree language
advisor on “Cree: The People’s Language”,
is the editor and coauthor of a
comprehensive new dictionary titled
“Dictionary of Moose Cree”. Revised and
expanded from an earlier edition, this is a
tremendously useful reference tool for
linguists, language learners and Cree
speakers. It contains over 9300 Cree
English entries as well as an introduction to
Moose Cree grammar.
Contact us
at langmuse@chass.utoronto.ca if you

would like a copy.

‘Le français au Canada’ as part of ‘Le français pour l’avenir’
with thanks to Michael Iannozzi
On October 30th, CLM’s exhibit ‘Le français au Canada’ was part of a celebration of the
French language at the University of Western Ontario sponsored by the organization ‘Le
français pour l’avenir’. Hundreds of high school students from across Southwestern Ontario
gathered in the classrooms and halls to learn and share their love of the French language.
The exhibit was a very popular stop for the students, and volunteers helped the students
navigate the panels, and learn about the history of the French language and culture in
Canada.

Language Spotlight: Kwak’wala
By Jennifer Abel
jennifer.abel@alumni.ubc.ca
The Kwakwaka’wakw First Nations of northeastern
Vancouver Island and the adjoining British Columbia
mainland are literally the ‘people who speak Kwak’wala’.
Sometimes known as Kwakiutl, Kwak’wala is one of the five living members of the
Wakashan language family, along with Nuuchahnulth, Haisla, HeiltsukOowekyala, and
Ditidaht.
Kwak’wala has a number of consonant sounds that are not found in English or French,
including ejective stop sounds. In ejective sounds, the larynx (voicebox) is raised while the
consonant sound is being made, which increases the pressure inside the mouth and results
in a more forceful sound. The apostrophe in Kwak’wala indicates an ejective ‘k’ sound. You
can hear examples of these sounds at
http://www.firstvoices.com/en/Kwakwala/welcome.
Unlike in English or French sentences, where the verb comes after the subject (as in The
woman is singing/La femme chante), Kwak’wala has its verbs at the beginning of the
sentence. Denxala means ‘sing’, and tsedak means ‘woman’; the sentence meaning ‘the
woman is singing’ is Denxalaoxda tsedak. (The underlining indicates uvular sounds, which
you can also hear at the link above.) The oxda on the verb indicates that a specific woman
in the middle distance is being referred to; this concept is partly captured by English the or
French la, but not completely.
The 2014 First Peoples Cultural Council language report (available at
http://www.fpcc.ca/) estimates that there are currently 168 fluent speakers of
Kwak’wala (2% of the Kwakwaka’wakw population), as well as almost 500 semispeakers.
While these numbers are small, more than 10% of the Kwakwaka’wakw population are
classed as learners of Kwak’wala, and efforts are underway to teach the language in schools
and preschools.

Languages of Canada in the News
“Linguist documents dying languages still spoken in Toronto” (link:
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/09/30/linguistdocumentsdying
languagesstillspokenintoronto.html)
“With nine written versions and two alphabets, Inuit language finally getting much needed
makeover” (link: http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/withninewritten
versionsandtwoalphabetsinuitlanguagefinallygettingmuchneeded
makeover)
"Canada's Inuit: Easier said than written"
(link: http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21678005aboriginalsarctic
sharelanguagenotscripteasiersaidwritten)
“N.W.T. ID should allow Dene symbols, says languages commissioner” (link:
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/nwtidshouldallowdenesymbols
sayslanguagescommissioner1.3269222)
“Canada’s indigenous people raise voices as youth activism surges”
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/18/canadaindigenousyouth
activistsfirstnations)

Social Media Links & Blog Note
Our social media coordinator Michael
Iannozzi has been busy this year keeping
up with interviews, blogging, tweeting and
sharing all kinds of language news and info
with the online universe. Show him some
love by connecting with us on social media
or sharing our blog posts with your
friends and colleagues!
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